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Of all the things parents do to help their children succeed, they may be 
overlooking one: the name. 

Online job matching site TheLadders has six million members (3.4% of which 
are in the C suite) -- and a lot of salary data. For Mothers' Day, the company 
decided to sort and analyze its information to see whether what our parents 
call us impacts our earning potential. 

And it turns out, on average, the shorter your first name, the more you will 
earn. In fact, the data show each extra letter "costs" you about $3,600 in 
annual salary, says TheLadders. (Well, with one exception, which we'll get to 
in a second.) 

For example, among C-level executives, here were the most common 
monikers: 

 Men: Bob, Lawrence, Bill, Marc, Martin 
 Women: Christine, Denise, Cindy, Shannon, Sarah 

However, the list of the highest-paid names looked different: 

 Men: Tom, Rob, Dale, Doug, Wayne 
 Women: Lynn, Melissa, Cathy, Dana, Christine 



 

Among male C-suite jobs, eight of the top 10 names had five letters or 
fewer. According to the chart below, it seems that five is the optimal number 
of letters to have in a first name. 

 

In order to test the theory that shorter names always fare better, the site tested 
24 pairs of full names against nicknames to see whether Bill or William, Chris 
or Christopher, Debbie or Deborah would win out. And in each case, the 
shorter name earned more -- well, with one exception: Larry vs. Lawrence. 

If you're still skeptical, the site also analyzed names that are spelled 
differently, such as Michele vs. Michelle, Sara vs. Sarah and Philip vs. Phillip. 
Again, fewer letters meant higher earnings. 

 


